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To,
The Chairman & Managing Director
Oil & Natural Gas Corporation Ltd.,
Jeevan Bharati - II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi: 1100 01.

Sub: Fixed Term/Tenure based employment in our Organization in
violation to, "The Gazette of India" enclosed.

Respected Sir,
Tenure based employees presently designated as field operators & deployed in
our core activity i.e. drilling rigs were conceived in our Organization in the
2000 for a fixed term of four years, then designated as Assistant Rigman with
service condition and salaries much in line to the industrial employment
(Standing Orders) act 1946.

Further with certain amendment to the said act published in the gazette, copy
enclosed it has categorically mentioned what a "Fixed Term Employment"
workman is, the paragraph in the enclosed Gazette is highlighted for your
perusal and the due consideration.

Present practice i.e. service conditions and wages of fixed term due employees
designated as field operators is in complete violation of Govt. directives. We
are enclosing two copies of contract, of fixed term employee, which explain our
claim with the contract document of the second term even after the
introduction of amendment of, " industrial employment (Standing Order] act
1946 the changed service condition was objected by us and brought to the
notice of R&P section and HRD at all levels, as nothing positive resulted with
our persuasion, we had to approach the office of regional labor commissioner.
(eL)



We are once again recruiting 160 tenure base employees, to avoid further
complication and multiplying the same, we request your esteemed authority to
take necessary steps and advice the concerned authorities, the service
conditions and wages be in line to the Gazette published towards amendments
of industrial employment (standing orders) Act 1946, in reference to fixed term
employment.

The processes of recruiting regular employees are also initiated at A1& A2
level. At the out set, we insists that tenure based recruitment be stopped as
this requirement of, tenure based employees & regular employees at same level
will have its repercussions in work atmosphere i.e. "offshore" as it will be a
blend of motivated and under motivated employees.

(Pradeep Mayekar)
General Secretary

Copy to:
1. ED - (ER), ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun Uttaranchal.
2. GGM - Head HRD, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun Uttaranchal.
3. Gr. Gen. Manager - (HRjER) - HRO, ONGC, NSC, Mumbai.

~ Chief Manager (HR)-IR, ONGC, NSC, Mumbai.
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